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ABSTRACT
This paper shows a way to make complex buildingsimulation tools more accessible, by allowing users
to input only a restricted set of variables and by
condensing the results in easy-to understand tables
and graphs.
A software structure is presented that enables an easy
set-up of specific tools for building product
manufacturers (each product-manufacturer combination gets a dedicated tool).
The main characteristics of the new development and
of the resulting dedicated software tools are
presented. Practical examples are given including
screenshots of the interface and the post-processing.

INTRODUCTION
In order to reduce CO2-emissions in new and
renovated buildings, building product manufacturers
are paying more and more attention to energy issues.
In parallel, comfort requirements are getting more
and more attention and influence the product choice
for many builders.
However, many manufacturers of building products
are not able to prove the positive impact of their
products in terms of energy saving and comfort
improvement. They use rules of thumb or static
calculations in order to size their equipment based on
the client‟s request. As each building has different
characteristics, these simplified tools are often unable
to predict accurate energy consumption, thermal or
visual comfort.
Building component manufacturers are positioning
themselves as providers of „Energy Solutions‟,
therefore each one of them needs a dedicated tool to
evaluate the energy and comfort related impact of
their products.

OVERVIEW
Approach
This paper presents a software solution offering
custom made simulation tools to building product
manufacturers. The developed approach is based on
the creation of a user interface on top of a complex
dynamic simulation model. For each simulation tool,
a product specific model is designed and a range of
input parameters are selected. Only those parameters

are accessible via the web interface. Therefore, each
tool is fully customized to the specific product of the
manufacturer while remaining very easy to use.
Currently, TRNSYS based models have been
implemented, but the structure can be used to set up
interfaces to many different tools, like EnergyPlus,
ESP-r, Modelica, ...
This approach is not new in the world of building
simulation. A built-in solution to enable parametric
studies of complicated TRNSYS models is provided
by the TRNSYS extension TRNSED (Mcdowell et
al. 2004). This approach results in stand-alone
desktop applications that can be run without
TRNSYS knowledge or license by non technical
users.
The implementation of a simplified GUI to a
complicated model as a web application has been
done in several projects before, examples are the
Sisal project (Masy and Vaassen 2010) and the MIT
Design Advisor (Urban and Glicksman 2007).
However, these tools are not customer specific: they
provide a general building simulation and processed
results but the models are not adapted to analyzing
the impact of a manufacturer-specific product.
Advantages
Immediate benefits for the manufacturers:


No need to invest in software acquisition, users‟
knowledge nor maintenance



No need for a highly specialized expertise in
dynamic simulation



Manageable initial costs



Results and support provided by independent
experts



Tool based on a validated simulation software



The possibility to define the scope and degrees
of liberty of the variables in the simulation,
according to the manufacturer profile



Automated, template based reporting



Better support of those product manufacturers
towards their customers through their respective
commercial and/or technical departments



No installation procedure required and easy
update implementation because of the web
application
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All co-workers use the same version



Sharing of models, product libraries and results
between users of the same company

Content
The composition of this article is the following:


General description of the tool, presenting the
objectives, the interface development and an
explanation on the user interaction



Description of two applications of this tool:
effect of external blinds and effect of white
roofing membrane with high reflectivity. These
two applications evaluate the temperatures and
loads of a single zone building



Presentation of the results provided by the tool
and visualizations of the interface: tables and
graphical results, automatically generated report

Figure 1 – Simulation Sequence Diagram

DEVELOPMENT
Objectives
A development has been carried out in setting up a
general software framework. Within this framework,
it is easy to develop manufacturer-specific simulation
models with a manufacturer-specific web interface.
The models implemented so far are based on
TRNSYS 16 (Klein 2000). However, the framework
is open to other simulation environments like ESP-r,
EnergyPlus, Modelica, etc. as long as they allow
access to a text-based model and result file and a
command line option to start the simulation. For the
remainder of this article, a TRNSYS base model is
supposed.
The proposed solution is flexible, using all the
advanced features and libraries of TRNSYS (even the
type 56 building model can be configured via the
interface). Meanwhile, each tool has a user-friendly
web interface containing only a limited subset of
parameters and choices. Therefore, complicated
models are configured and simulated very quickly
and conveniently.
The models implemented so far enable the
simultaneous simulation of a base case and 1 or 2
variants in order to compare different solutions with a
single run. All the results are automatically generated
in the tool via graphs and tables.
Interface development
TRNSYS provides the TRNEdit program which
allows the development of a stand-alone distributable
(called TRNSED application) but when using this
distributable, parts of the simulation model
configuration are not accessible to the user (e.g. the
Type 56 component). To work around this limitation
a Domain Specific Language (DSL) was developed
instead in which the needs of any simulation can be
expressed in a so-called simulation definition. An
overview of the different servers and processes is
given in Figure 1.

In this simulation definition several different aspects
are specified; for instance which input variables are
needed, how to run the actual simulation and how to
interpret and visualize the generated results. But also
more indirect aspects such as which controls to use
for input (free text, multiple choice, ...), clarifying or
commercial images, input validation, a help system
for the input variables to support the user in his/her
choices, templates for automated reports and more. It
does not, however, contain the simulation model
itself, this is built in the simulation software as usual.
At the same time, a web application is available that
knows how to read this DSL and uses the information
in the simulation definition to present the user a
graphical interface (Figure 2). The fact that the
different application components work mostly
independently, with information obtained from the
simulation definition in a workflow-like architecture
makes the whole system very flexible and open to
changes or customized versions. (Note: the same
application exists as a standalone Windows program
and a web service for automated simulation, with
machine-to-machine communication, is being
worked on).
In the case of a TRNSYS simulation for instance, the
simulation definition will instruct the web application
to obtain certain variables from the user with a
dedicated interface, use this input to create *.BUI and
*.DCK files, run the simulation using the TRNSYS
program and after the simulation present the results
as downloadable files.
In addition the web application provides group based
security and can for instance support a pay per run
business model, amongst others.
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Figure 2 – Simulation application server

USE OF THE TOOL
After reaching the website hosting the tool, the user
starts by logging on to the service with his personal
login and password.
He can then start to input the description of his
building. In function of the complexity of the tool,
the input fields are separated in several tabs. In
general, following tabs are used:


a general “Project information” tab which
includes the selection of the nearest weather
station;



“Building description” tabs where dimensions,
orientations and thermal characteristics of walls,
roofs, floors are defined;



an “Internal gains” tab where the amount of
persons, installed powers and operation profiles
are defined (weekday/weekend schedule,
opening hours, …);



an “HVAC conditions” tab with the
performances and operating conditions of
heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems.
Instead of starting a new building definition from
scratch, the user can also use a previous simulation as
template.
Once all fields are filled out, the simulation can be
started. The correct parameters and building
description are loaded in the model, the simulation is
started and a progress bar is shown, while TRNSYS
runs in the background over a complete year.
Once the simulation is finished, the results are shown
in the form of files to download.

parameters that determine the solar protections for
the windows.
The application enables the simulation of three
identical single zone buildings with different solar
protections. Everything except the solar protections is
identical for the three cases. The simulation runs a
complete year with standard meteorological data for
the selected city.
The building is modeled as a single zone, rectangular
or trapezoidal, with a flat roof. Orientation and
building geometry can be freely chosen. It is possible
to define each wall, ceiling or floor as internal or
external surfaces. For internal surfaces, no windows
are considered, and an adiabatic boundary condition
is set by default. Wall and window construction can
be chosen from predefined compositions.
The tool enables the simulation of vertical blinds or
horizontal blinds as external solar protection for the
windows in external walls. The user can enter the
width of the blind, number of blinds, distance
between blinds, inclination and reflection coefficient.
For horizontal blinds (overhangs), the user can
additionally define the horizontal and vertical gap
between the protection of the blinds and the window,
and the left and right overhang.
The complete window does not need to be shaded.
For vertical blinds, the number of blinds and distance
between them determines the part of the window that
is shaded by the blinds (shaded window surface =
number of blinds * interdistance). For horizontal
blinds, the tool determines each time step (hourly)
which part of the window is shaded by the solar
protection.
The model of the solar protection is developed by the
KU Leuven, department building physics, based on
(Safer 2006). The model takes into account the direct
and diffuse solar obstruction of the blinds. To cope
with reflection of direct solar radiation on the blinds,
a radiation balance model is used. This model
simplifies the real life multi-reflections that occur
between the blinds themselves and the blinds and
window. The reflection coefficient of the blinds and
the window are used in this radiation balance model.
This application contains the following tabs:


“Project information” tab: general information
about the project : title, address, description;



“Rectangular Building” and “Trapezoidal
Building” tabs: geometry (length, height,
volume) for a rectangular/trapezoidal building,
wall configuration;



“Windows” tabs: one tab for each orientation
allowing the definition of geometry, composition
and solar protection for windows. three cases can
be defined for the solar protections of a window;



“Internal gains” tab: powers and profiles
(persons, lighting, equipment);

EXAMPLES
Effect of external blinds on the room
temperatures and loads of a single zone building
A model was built-up to simulate the effect of
external blinds on the temperatures and loads of a
single zone building. A special interface is foreseen
so the user can define a single zone, choose weather
data and user profiles and can change all the
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“HVAC conditions” tab: energy used, profile,
temperatures, air change;



“Results” tab: includes all the simulation results
(see the paragraph “Results”);
A screenshot of the interface is shown in Figure 3.

geometry, roof
emissivity);


surface

reflectivity

and

in a separate section called the “Wall Editor”, the
user can create his own building partitions by
putting together different material layers. New
layers can also be defined by inputting their
conductivity, capacity, density and thickness.
The created partitions are automatically visible
in the main simulation environment and become
available to all other users of the same tool.

The application enables the simulation of three
identical single zone buildings with different roofing
membrane properties in terms of reflectivity and
emissivity. Everything except the roofing membrane
is identical for the three cases.
The results of the simulation are discussed in the next
section.

RESULTS AND VISUALISATONS
Automatic tables and graphs
Once the simulation ends, the results are shown in the
form of downloadable files as visualized in Figure 5.
These include:
Figure 3 - Interface example



file “ControlValues.xml”: this file gives an
overview of the used variables in the simulation,
filled in via the user interface. All controls are
listed, also the disabled ones. The data can then
be copied to external documents.



file “Results_Summary.csv”: a results summary
table with yearly overviews of the reached
temperatures, heating and cooling demands and
energy use in the building for the different cases.
The energetical and financial savings that can be
achieved compared to the reference case are
shown. For temperatures, 'Hours>X°C' means
number of hours during which the temperature is
above X°C. Only the hours during the
occupation period are counted (occupation as
defined by the user in tab 'Internal gains' section
'persons'). This table can easily be copied to
external programs.



file “Temperature.png”: a histogram graph of the
occurred temperatures in the building for the
three cases. Hours>X°C' means number of hours
during which the temperature is above X°C.
Only the hours during the occupation period are
counted;

The user can get help on how to fill each input field
by hovering over a question mark icon (see Figure 4).

Figure 4 - Example of a help tooltip

Effect of white roofing membrane with high
reflectivity on the temperatures and loads of a
single zone building
Another example of this tool development concerns
an application able to simulate the effect of a white
roofing membrane with high reflectivity on the
temperatures and loads of a single zone building.
This application is quite similar to the solar
protections model but it offers the following
additional features:


simulation of detailed roof configurations. It can
be a flat roof or a shed roof (number of sheds,
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files
“HeatingDemand.png”
and
“CoolingDemand.png”:
show
graphs
of
respectively the monthly net heating and cooling
demand for the three cases. Net heating/cooling
demand is defined as the net quantity of energy
or heat/cold that would be needed to maintain the
temperature set point in the zone without taking
into account production losses nor distribution
and emission losses;

Figure 5 - Results screen


file
“Report.docx”:
the
software
can
automatically generate a report including all of
the hypothesis and results of the project. All data
entered to the interface is included in the report.
All graphs are also automatically copied in this
report. Therefore, the manufacturer has a final
report ready for distribution to his client without
any additional effort;



files
“HourlyTemperature.png
and
HourlyLoad.png”: graphs of the hourly ambient
air temperature and the indoor air temperature,
and of the hourly net heating and cooling loads
as defined above, for the three cases for the
complete year;

tools, sharing of results between users can be turned
off.
Figure 7 and Figure 8 show two types of graphical
results that are automatically returned by the
simulation.

CONCLUSION
Building product manufacturers are more and more
positioning themselves on the market as Energy
solution providers. As a consequence, they need to
access user-friendly software tools allowing them to
quickly and independently prove the impact of their
products. The presented framework enables to set up
specific simulation tools for building product
manufacturers, offering them a real added value for
further product sales and development.
They can include the (automatically generated)
results in their business proposal by showing the
energy savings and comfort improvement provided
by their product in the specific case of their potential
client.
An additional sales argument is that the tool relies on
internationally validated software and the software
engineering and model design are provided by
independent experts.
The development of a fully customizable web
interface allows simulating any application. The
interface is very easy to use and results are added to
the site. These results are shown in graphs and tables
and a preconfigured report that contains all
information about the simulation parameters and
results.
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several *.xls and *.txt files, containing all hourly
simulation results for further analysis or as input
files to other simulation environments.
After completion of a simulation, the user can
archive it or delete it. Archived simulations appear in
a „List of Simulations‟ summary window. All users
of the same company-specific tool can view the
results of any of those simulations, or use them as a
template for a new simulation. In the case of public
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Figure 6 - Wall configuration interface

Figure 7- Monthly cooling demand for the three cases

Figure 8- Hourly heating and cooling load for the three cases
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